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GlaxoSmithKline
GSK is known for its leadership in Colombia's pharmaceutical and medical attention
investigation frontiers. Through their research, they develop sanitary products,
vaccines and medicinal products. 

We had to conquer the primary goal of strengthening the B2B channels and empowering
the indirect salesforce to favor GSK products. We created and developed a marketing

strategy focused on user interaction through augmented reality. 

OUR CHALLENGE

GAMING GSK

Due to their extensive portfolio, their indirect sales force must understand and
interiorize the benefits of the products to gain a more significant share in the
marketplace with final customers. 

During the pandemic crisis due to Covid 19, the pharmaceutical industry registered a
significant increment in sales of medical products for the immune system, vitamins and
sexual health. This situation created an opportunity for GSK to reinforce brands such
as Centrum and Today Condoms. 

This strategy focused on educating the indirect salesforce and fortifying the B2B
channels with a series of mini-games that would impulse brand recognition. Through the
use and game time of the app, the user would gain a point that would later become
benefits with the brand. Augmented reality in their games allowed GSK to showcase
each product's benefits, advantages, and characteristics.
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We will find and use the synergy between the right audience and the correct message. 
We will gain, confirm and increase brand credibility and reputation in the market. 
We will help you take your brand to the top of the heart of your consumers by connecting
with them on an emotional level. 

B2B COMMUNICATION BENEFITS WITH SNAP DIGITAL

 

WHAT WAS OUR 
OBJECTIVE?

Our primary focus was to empower the pharmacists and give them the necessary
information to gain in-depth knowledge of the product, thus bringing GSK to the top of
the minds of the pharmacists and consumers. We created four games that showcase
the product's benefits and relevant information to the pharmacists to gain an edge
over the competition. 

Each game is an ecosystem that allows users to interact and understand the product
through augmented reality. A user journey that takes them from an initial context,
finishing with the benefits of each one. Therefore providing all pharmacists with a
deep understanding and interaction with GSK brands such as Sensodyne, Chapstick,
Centrum and  Today.

B2B COMMUNICATIONS
In Digital Snap, we are experts in B2B communications and pioneers in Colombia with
the use and implementation of emerging technology. The use of augmented reality,
virtual reality, app development, 360 videos and photography has given us the tools to
create powerful strategies to connect with the indirect salesforces in the
pharmaceutical industry. 



They will see and interact with the
augmented reality experience by

entering the user interface. 

USER
INTERACTION 

App structure 
The app is available to download and use in mobile formats such as cellphones and
tablets, the user downloads the app, and their experience begins. Inside, the user will find
various interactive elements such as 3D models, buttons and audio references to guide
them and deliver the brand message and campaign objectives. 

THE MENU
In this section, we will find the
brand logo and the navigation

buttons. Here users have various
options to interact and learn. 



CHECK IT
OUT 

APP DEMO
We created an interactive and disruptive campaign using app development and
augmented reality to educate and empower pharmacists and the indirect salesforces with
GSK brands and products. We converted the primary salesforce for the final user into
brand ambassadors, incrementing GSK sales. 

AUGMENTED REALITY 
WITH DIGITAL SNAP 

Being the pioneers of augmented reality in Colombia, we understand the value and
importance of this technology and its applications in any marketing strategy. Using
the example of GSK, we can see how using top-of-line interactive technology
provided fun and dynamic experiences to their indirect salesforce, which directly
incremented their profits. 

We create marketing strategies for companies that want to have an advantage in
the B2B market and increment their yearly profits using emerging tech. We help
these companies to gain new business opportunities, brand recognition and
bottom line profits. 
We specialize in innovating strategies. 
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